
Member Survey: Cabana Pool and 

Reservations Satisfaction   
 

What membership type do you have? 

62 responses 

Proprietary 

42 

Associate or Annual 

20 

Have you used the cabana since opening with Covid-19 

restrictions this season? 

62 responses 

Yes, we are pleased overall 

35 

No, we have not had the opportunity or interest (so far) 

19 

No, we have the opportunity but we have not been successful in finding an open 

reservation that meets our availability [please elaborate] 

4 

No, we typically don't use the cabana (anymore) 

3 

Yes, but we are not pleased 

1 

Lap Swimming: What is your level of satisfaction with 

the available lanes and operations now that more days 

and hours have been added? 



71 responses 

I/we do not use the pool for morning lap swimming 

36 

I/we lap swim and we are satisfied with the pool operations 

18 

I/we lap swim and we are satisfied with the lap swim availability and reservations system 

9 

I/we lap swim and we are NOT satisfied with the lap swim availability and reservations 

system [please elaborate in comments] 

2 

I/we lap swim and we are NOT satisfied with the pool operations [please elaborate in 

comments] 

1 

Rec Swimming: What is your level of satisfaction with 

the available zones and operations? 

62 responses 

I/we do not use the pool for afternoon recreational swimming 

24 

I/we rec swim and we are satisfied with the pool operations 

20 

I/we rec swim and we are satisfied with the zone availability and reservations system 

13 

I/we rec swim and we are NOT satisfied with the pool operations [please elaborate in 

comments] 

3 

I/we lap swim and we are NOT satisfied with the zone availability and reservations 

system [please elaborate in comments] 

2 



If you are NOT satisfied with lane/zone availability 

and/or reservations system and believe the latter is the 

reason why you can't get a lane/zone, would a 

different reservation release time make a difference? If 

so which release time is your preference? 

62 responses 

I/we have no problems with the current setup and limited availability and understand 

the lanes/zones need to be shared with ~500 family members 

45 

Other [please elaborate in comments] 

10 

Release reservations 24 hours in advance 

2 

Release reservations 48 hours in advance 

2 

Release reservations 72 hours in advance 

2 

I/we believe any advanced release times will not make a difference and our non-

satisfaction is due to the limited lane/zone availability [please elaborate in comments] 

1 

Are you aware that if you do not show up for a 

reserved lap swim or rec swim you can loose your 

privilege to make reservations? 

62 responses 

Yes 

52 

No, but now I'm aware 

10 



   


